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About us.
Lion Orbit is a Product and Solutions company. We have a state-of-the art product suite for the Insurance
Industry that caters to Analytics & Gamification.

Insurance Product Suites

Analytics: Gamification:
The power factored combination of KPI Engine
and the Predictive Analytics Engine makes the
Dashboard as most needed in the industry. The
KPI Engine focuses on transforming business data
and converts into an analytical basis for decision
making and helps focus attention on what
matters most Our combined analytics Engines
makes predictions about future outcomes using
historical data combined with KPI models, data
mining techniques and machine learning.

The interactive Gamification tool designed in a
way to enhance the learning experience and
further to create addiction in learning. The
learning tool has typical elements of Game
Playing. The Goal is to engage the Agents with
their greater attention for quality training with
Real time feedback. The Gamification
Leaderboard provides insights about how
increase in sales numbers directly proportional
to the in Interactive Game based Trainings.
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CDO Dashboard

Gamification

Right from Performance of each regions to
Individual Agents.
Ability to monitor campaigns a proactive
measure on sales.
Customizable layout.

CDO Leaderboard

Compare how each regions are performing in
terms of training.
Provides gamification strength where the sales
numbers can directly proportional to the Agent’s
performance in Interactive Gamified Trainings.

Agent Dashboard

Agents can compare performances with
their peers. 
Specially the performance of oneself can be
compared along with their training they
underwent.
Ability to select individual level KPIs on the
view. 

Has typical elements of Game Playing.
Goal here is to engage the Agents with
their greater attention for quality training.
Real time feedback on the learning path.
Designed in a way to enhance the learning
experience and further to create addiction
in learning.

Along with our product suites, we help your
business emerge stronger and wiser. We offer
our clients firm strategy, advice based on market
conditions and provide expertise on an ongoing
business challenge. It includes business process
optimisation, vendor management, and IT
strategy. We have a panel of experts to help your
business emerge stronger and wiser.

Why Choose Us?


